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ABSTRACT :

In this study an attempt has been made to investigate the heat transfer in the
three dimensional fluid motion caused by the stretching of a flat surface
numerically using the shooting method. The thermal bounday layer equation is
solved numerically for a set of values of the Prandtl number P, stretching
parameter a and the the viscous dissipation p:rmmeter m. The effect of all the
parameters are quite prominent.
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1. INTRODUCTION :

The transfer of heat between a solid body and a fluid is important in many
t-ields of science. In order to determine the temperature distribution, it is
necessary to gombine the equations of motiolr:with those qf heat conduction.
The exact similarity solutions ro the two-dimensional flow due to a stretching
flat surface and to ouside a srerching cylinder were studied by Crane (i970, 75),
but to inside a stretching channel or tube was inr.estigated by Brady & Acrivos
(1981). Kuiken (1981) and Banks (1983) invsstigated rhe two dimensional non-
uniform stretching boundary layer. Terril and Thomas (1969, 19?3) obtained
numericai and analytical solutions of an ordinary con-linear differential equarion
that arose in laminar or spiral flow through a porous pipe. Robinson (1976)
studied the mukiple solutions for the laminar flow in a uniformly porous
channel with suction at both walls. Puisatile flow in a channel w.as investigated
by Secomr (1978) and the same flow in a tube with suction and injection was
investigated by Skalak & Wang {1977). Wang (198a) studied the flow caused by
three dimensional stretching of a flat surface. Hazarika and Goswami (r99r)
have studied heat transfer of a stretching surface in a rotating fluid with suction
and blowing, and unsteady, fluid flow due to a stretching cylinder has been
studied by Gowami and Hazarika (1992).
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In this study the transfer of heat to the fluid motion caused by the three

dimensional stretching of a flat surface is investigated numerically.

2 " FORMULATION OF TIIE PROBLEM :

For our present problem the equation of continuiry, the steady Navier-

Stokes equations and the energy equation with viscous dissipation remain same

for three dimensional cartesian co-ordinates in absence of external forces. Due to

the stretching, we have,

u = cx, v = dy, w = 0, T= 0, atz = 0

where u, v, w are the cartesian components of velocity, c and d are stretching

rate parameters and T is the temperature. The flat surface is considered as the

piane z = 0. The veiocities and temperrature at a large distance from the flat
surface is zero. So

u=0,v=0,T=0asz-)*
Using the transformations,

u = cx1'(4), v = cyyl{rt} ,, = -''i (O*V)
-?

- cr - ct- 
vhere 4- :ic/vr=?0r(il+Tlrtnl+?j(il )

in the Navier-Stokes equations and the energy equation, the Navier-Stokes

equations reduce to -

With boundary conditions

0'(0) = I'

Q"'= (0')2 - (0fV)0",

0"'= (V')2 - {Q+V)V",

? = n*, -?, * consr.,

S'(0) = 
q= 

3

S(0) + V(0) = 0, 0'(*) = V'(*) = 0

and the envery equation reduces to

0r + P(O+V) Er - 2P0'0t * mQ"2 = g

0z + P(S+rylgz - ZPry'gz + mpr"z - g,

0r + P($+tF)0r + 2(0r + 02) + m(0+ty)(Q"+ty")

(0+V)2 (0'+V') + 4(q'2 + V'2 + 0'V') = o

with boundary conditions

01 (0) = 0i(*) -0, i = l, 2, 3

] ,,,

(2.1)

tz.2)

(2.3)

(2.s)

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)
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Here p, v, p are respectively density, Kinematic viscosity and pressure ; P
is the Prandtl number, m is the dimensionless viscous dissipation parameter O,

V are dimensionless stream functins ; 01,02,03 are the dirnensionless

temperatures and 11 is the similariry variable.

3. SHOOTING METHOD :

In boundary value problems ofsecond order ordinary differential equations

one condition is prescribed at the either enci points. Thus one condition is
always missing at the initial .point of integration. Shooting method ( Conte and

Boor, 1972, Robert and Shipmen,1972) estimates the missing initial condition
in such a way that the final esrimation satisfies the condition prescribed at the

other boundary too, to a desired degree ofaccuracy. converting the problem there

by to an intitiai value problem. The missing value is guessed at the beginning
and refineci by using an iterative technique until the desired accuracy is obtained.

To described the method, let us consider a second order ordinary differential
equatin.

y" = fl-Y,y,.\')

with the boundary conditions

y(a)=ya y(b)=yt

(3.1)

(3.2)

where the initial condition y'(a) is missing. Let 6 be the correcr vaiue of y'(a)

and this conect value must be so determined that the resulting solution yields
Yg the prescribed value of ! ar x = b to some desired accuracy. We, therefore,

guess the initial slope an set up and iterative proceriure for converging to the
correct slope. Let 59,61 be the trvo guesses for the initial slope y'(a) and y(6;;
b), y(6i,b) be the values of y at x = b obtained from inregration the differential
equation (3.1).

A normaily better approximation to 5 can
interpolation,

5z = 6o + (6r - oor r"t'fr$fl al

be obtained bv linear

(3.3)

We now integrate the differential equation (3.1), using the initial conditions y(a)

= Ya, Y'(a) = 62, to obtain y(62 ; b). Again by linear interpiation based on 61

and 62, ive can obtain a next approximation 53, The process is repeated untii
convergence has been obtained i.e., y(61 ; bi agrees with y (b) = yb to some

desired degree ol"accuracy, i.e., if iy(61 ; b) - yui is very small for some k, then
6p may be treated as actual missing vaiue for y'(a). There is no guarantee of
convergence of the iterative process and the rapidity ,af convergence will cleariy
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depend upon how good initial guesses are. The method is easy to appiy and

when it does converge, it is usually rnore efficient than other methods. It is

experienced rhat the convergence is more rapid if the two guess values are ciose

to the true vaiue or they iie opposite to the true vaiue. Using lhe above

procedure the boundary vaiue problem (3.1) - (3.2) can be soived nurnerically.

in the system (2.5) - (2.8), there are three second order non-linear

differential equations whose analytical exact solution is difficult to obtain.

Hence a numerical method is essential to soive the system (2.5) - (2.8).

Considering Wang's (1984) solution of the system (2.1) - (2.4) for the velocity

function for some values of the parameters d,, P, m, we assumed tu'o vaiues for
the missing initial condition 0r(0) of equation (2.5). Once the iterative procedure

is convergent with the above guesses for a particular set of values of cr, P, m,

the selection of the guessed values corresponding to any other set of values of
9,, P,m, become easier.

Also our probiem is a singular one as one of the boundries is at infinity.
The singulariry of the problem is tackled by a method of continuation (Hazarika,

1985). At first a large value of rl (say I = 2 or 3) is chosed and 0,r(0) is

estimated for a set of values of cr, P,m. Next t1 is increased and 0r(0) is

estimated again for,the same set of values of u, P,m. If there is no change in

the estimation of 0r(0) then any of the 11 may be treated as the truncated

boundary at infinity. Otherwise the process,is repeated until there is no change

in the value of the estimation of 8r(0), 0z(0) is aiso esiimated in the same

manner. Finalll' 0:(0) is estirnated using the soiutions of (2.5) and (2.6).

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION :

?he missing initial values are estimated in the manner described in the
previous anicle and then the system {2.5) - (2.6) is solved completely for
different sets of values of c,, P. m.

Table (i) represents the estimated values of g'r(0), 02(0), 0;(0) for the
different set ofvalues ofcr, P, trn, . In figures 1 to 3,01,02,03 are respectively
plotted against 11 for P = A.72, m = 0.5, and o = 0.25, 0.50, 0.75- It is seen

that 0r1,02,83 increase first and then decrease graduaily. Also all the three

functions decrease as cx. increases and increases if P increses. When m increases
01, 0?, 03 all increases. Thus the effect of all the parameters are prominent.

it rnay be concludeci that the shooting method may be appiied to soive the
boundary value problem in which three initial conditions are missilg such as

one discussed in this paper. Inspite of the singularity of the pmblem this
method is easily applied to solve the boundry value problem for a uide range of
values of the parameters.

t .. ::
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Table - 1

G, P m 0r(0) 0z(0) 0:(0)

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.50

0.50

0.75

0.75

r.00

0.72

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

1.0

1.0

1.5

1.0

1.5

1.0

1.5

1.5

4394377t

0.45t5693

a.677354A

0.4859679

0.72895t7

0.5172078

0.775811'7

0.8192674

0.02t69678

0.02450t2

0.0369519

0.1 125048

0.1687572

0.2812564

0.4218848

08na872

2.275446

2.707466

4.A6r2W

3.3670t2

5.0500516

4.191208

6.286815

7.7428t6

- 0.25
= 0.50

I
83

i
0? = 0.50

.5.

.4.

.3,

.z

.1

FIG. 3. e _ va ,t
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